SPECIAL LOCAL NEED 24(c) LABELING
For Distribution and use in Curry County in the State of Oregon Only

DuPont™ Direx® 4L Herbicide (a.i. diuron)
EPA Registration No. 352-678, SLN No. OR-080020

This label valid until December 31, 2013 or until otherwise amended, withdrawn, cancelled, or suspended.

This Product, According to These Label Instructions, is Intended For Use by Easter Lily Research Foundation Members Only

Refer to the EPA-registered label for general information and for environmental and use disposal cautions or warnings. Follow all applicable directions, restrictions, and precautions on this supplemental label and the main EPA-registered label. It is a violation of federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. This label and the federal label for this product must be in the possession of the user at the time of pesticide application.

Direx ® herbicide is a selective, surface applied herbicide for the control of many annual broadleaf and grassy weeds in field grown Easter lilies. For best results, application should be made to hills already firmed by irrigation or rainfall. Mechanical tank agitation should be provided.

DIRECTIONS FOR USE: FIELD GROWN EASTER LILIES

Follow all applicable directions, restrictions, and provisions on the EPA-approved label.

Make a single application of 1-4 quarts Direx® 4L per acre as a broadcast spray in the fall in sufficient water for adequate coverage, or apply 1-4 quarts Direx® 4L per acre in the fall followed by 1/2 - 2 quarts DuPont™ Direx® 4L per acre in the spring as weeds become a problem. Never apply more than 6 quarts Direx® 4L per acre per year total.

Avoid spring applications within three to five days of surfactants, crop oils, or spreader stickers application. Do not apply by air.

This registration does not constitute a recommendation by the Oregon Department of Agriculture. Neither the Department nor the manufacturer or formulator makes any warranty of merchantability, fitness of purpose, or otherwise, expressed or implied, concerning the use of a pesticide in accordance with these provisions. The user and/or grower acknowledges the preceding disclaimer and accepts liability for any possible damage resulting from this use, and will hold the Easter Lily Research Foundation, DuPont Crop Protection, and the Department harmless.
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P.O. Box 907, Brookings, OR 97415
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